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SOUTH AFRICA ECONOMIC REVIEW 

 Consumer price inflation (CPI) slowed for a sixth straight month from 5.1% year-on-year in 

June to 4.6% in July below the 4.7% consensus forecast. The sharp decline is attributed to a 

moderation in electricity tariffs, lower fuel prices and a continued drop in food price 

inflation. Electricity price inflation increased by just 2.1% compared with the 9.4% increase 

in 2016. In July petrol and diesel prices decreased by a further 68c and 60c per litre 

respectively. Food price inflation decreased from 7.0% to 6.8% despite the rise in meat 

price inflation from 13.0% to 14.4%. Core CPI, excluding food and energy prices, also 

decreased from 4.8% to 4.7% helped by a strengthening rand and weak domestic demand. 

Inflation is expected to remain within the Reserve Bank’s 3-6% target range over the 

remainder of the year, averaging 5.2% in 2017 compared with 6.3% in 2017. Falling inflation 

paves the way for the Reserve Bank to continue easing monetary policy. (See Bottom Line 

for further analysis).  

 

 The Reserve Bank’s composite leading business cycle indicator, which measures expected 

business conditions 6-9 months’ ahead, eased slightly from 95.8 in May to 95.7 in June. The 

leading indicator has slipped steadily from its recent peak of 98.3 in February. Two of the 

nine sub-indices fell, namely the number of building plans passed and the twelve-month 

percentage change in job advertising space. The biggest positive contributors were the 

composite leading business indicator of South Africa’s major trading partners and the 

increase in manufacturing orders. The leading indicator confirms a strengthening in global 

demand but continued weakness in domestic activity.  

 

 Combined foreign investor inflows into South Africa’s bond and equity markets increased 

sharply last week to R4.7 billion, marking the biggest inflow in four weeks. Foreign inflows 

into the bond market measured R3.44 billion over the week and R2.138 billion for the 

month-to-date raising year-to-date inflows to R51.866 billion. Year-to-date inflows into the 

equity market have been negative at -R44.867 billion although there are early signs of a 

change in trend. Foreign investor inflows into the South African equity market turned 

positive in the past week to the tune of R1.286 billion paring back the month-to-date 

deficit to -R0.428 billion.  

 



 

 

SOUTH AFRICA: THE WEEK AHEAD 

 Private sector credit extension: Due Wednesday 30th August. Private sector credit extension 

(PSCE), which grew at a lackluster 6.2% year-on-year in July is expected to show a slight 

uptick in August. PSCE should respond positively to the Reserve Bank’s 25 basis point 

interest rate cut in mid-July.  

 

 Producer price inflation: Due Thursday 31st August. Producer price inflation (PPI), which fell 

sharply from 4.8% year-on-year in May to 4.0% in June is expected to decelerate further to 

3.4% in July, according to consensus forecast. Food and fuel prices, the main contributors 

to PPI, have continued to fall amid the post drought recovery in agricultural output and the 

decline in rand-based oil prices.  

 

 Trade balance: Due Thursday 31st August. The trade balance is expected to build on the 

robust surplus of R10.7 billion posted in June. A surplus of R7.1 billion is penciled in for July 

according to consensus forecast. For the first six months of the year the trade balance 

achieved a surplus of R27.7 billion compared with a deficit of R5.0 billion over the same 

period last year. Imports have slowed due to weak domestic demand while exports have 

been supported by strengthening global trade. The rising trade surplus bodes well for the 

country’s current account balance and hence the rand.  

 

 Vehicle sales: Due Friday 1st September: The National Association of Automobile 

Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA) is expected to report a further year-on-year 

increase in vehicle sales in August building on the positive sales growth achieved in June 

and July. Vehicle sales, which grew in July by 4.1% on the year are expected to increase by 

3.2% in August according to consensus forecast, helped by buoyant export demand and low 

statistical base factors. 

 

 Absa manufacturing purchasing managers’ index: Due Friday 1st September. The 

manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI), which fell heavily from an already 

depressed 46.7 in June to 42.9 in July is expected to show some recovery in August. 

However, the PMI is likely to remain below the key 50-level, signaling contraction. The PMI, 

while boosted by strengthening export demand is held back by political and policy 

uncertainty.  

 

GLOBAL 

 Key speakers at the Jackson Hole Economic Policy Symposium, Fed Chair Janet Yellen and 

ECB Governor Mario Draghi, shed little light on monetary policy intentions sticking instead 

to discussions on “Fostering a Dynamic Global Economy”, the theme of the symposium. 



 

 

Yellen had been expected to provide clues about the tapering of the Fed’s $4.5 trillion 

balance sheet ahead of the next policy meeting on 20th September but focused instead on 

financial regulatory measures. Draghi avoided the subject of a potential tapering of the 

ECB’s quantitative easing programme focusing instead on global trade issues. The lack of 

guidance from the Fed and ECB on monetary policy caused a weakening in the dollar on the 

premise that monetary policy normalisation may be more gradual than generally expected.  

 

NORTH AMERICA 

 President Trump threatened to shut down the government if Congress does not approve 

funding for a wall along the Mexican border. He also threatened to scrap the North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with Mexico and Canada. These threats came just 

a week after the disbanding of Trump’s business advisory councils, placing further doubt 

over US reflationary economic policy. The risk of a government shutdown and debt ceiling 

breach is rising. The US faces a late-September deadline to decide on the debt ceiling. 

Federal government shutdowns have happened before but have only been short-lived. The 

consequences of a debt ceiling breach are more serious. A breach would necessitate an 

immediate cut in spending equal to around 3.5% of GDP, which would likely push the 

economy into recession if allowed to continue. Fitch credit rating agency warned that a 

failure to raise the debt ceiling timeously would result in a review of the US sovereign 

rating with “potentially negative implications.” 

 

 Financial markets reacted to a lack of monetary policy guidance at the Jackson Hole 

Economic Policy Symposium with a decline in the US dollar and a rise in the gold price. The 

gold price increased by over 2% on Monday breaking decisively above the key $1300 level on 

expectations that interest rates would remain lower for longer and of a weakening dollar. 

The Fed Funds futures market is currently pricing in the probability of a Fed rate hike in 

December at just 34.3%. Dallas Fed President Robert Kaplan reiterated his “wait and see” 

stance noting that tight labour markets meant the balance sheet run-off should begin soon 

but added that “I am not saying I want to raise rates again this year.” 

 

 Durable goods orders fell in July by 6.8% year-on-year the biggest decline since August 2014 

more than reversing the 6.4% gain in June. Excluding the notoriously volatile 19% decline in 

orders for transportation equipment, durable orders grew in July by a robust 0.5% month-

on-month up from 0.1% in June. Civilian aircraft orders fell 70.7% in July giving back some 

of the 129.3% surge in June. Non-defence capital goods orders excluding aircraft, a closely 

watched barometer for business investment spending, grew 0.4% in July compared with nil 

growth in June. The durable goods data signals a pick-up in investment activity, which 

bodes well for much needed productivity improvements and sustainable economic 

expansion. 



 

 

 

 Existing home sales fell in July by 1.3% month-on-month to an annualised rate of 5.44 

million. Although up by 2.1% year-on-year the level is the lowest since August last year. The 

slowdown in sales is attributed to falling inventory. Housing inventories declined by 9% on 

the year to just 4.2 months’ supply at the current sales pace. Besides low inventories other 

aspects of the housing market remain healthy. In July, new listings went into contract in 

under 30 days which means homes are selling fast. First time buyers accounted for 33% of 

home purchases up from 32% in June. Meanwhile home prices maintained a robust 6.2% 

year-on-year increase in June.  

 

CHINA 

 Early private sector indicators suggest economic activity is picking up despite the recent 

easing in industrial output and investment spending data. The Standard Chartered Small 

and Medium Enterprise Confidence Index, which surveys more than 500 companies, 

increased in August to a four-month high of 57.4. Among the survey sub-indices investment 

appetite, current performance, credit conditions and three-month expectations, all 

increased. According to survey economists Shen Lan and Ding Shuang: “While financial-

market deleveraging has led to higher lending rates, we believe the authorities’ efforts to 

channel credit to real activity and maintain steady growth are likely to benefit SMEs 

eventually.” Meanwhile, the China Satellite Manufacturing Index, which tracks commercial 

satellite imagery to gauge activity levels across industrial sites, increased from 50.4 in July 

to 51.2 in August.  

 

JAPAN 

 Japan’s consumer price inflation (CPI) remained unchanged in July at 0.4% year-on-year. 

Core CPI which excludes fresh food and energy edged higher from 0.4% to 0.5% although 

remained unchanged on a month-on-month basis for a sixth consecutive month. Tokyo core 

CPI increased on a month-on-month basis for a second straight month, rising in August by 

0.2% on the month building on the 0.1% increase in July. On a year-on-year basis Tokyo 

inflation accelerated from 0.2% to 0.4%. The acceleration in Tokyo inflation signals a 

potential pick-up in Japanese inflation over coming months. Anecdotal evidence points to a 

gradual rise in inflation expectations. Torikizoku, a popular chain of restaurants, announced 

its first price increase since 1989. The price of all its dishes would rise by 6.4% from ¥280 to 

¥298.  

 

 The government’s Monthly Labour Survey revised its June wage data upwards. Total 

monthly average cash earnings per regular employee increased in June by 0.4% year-on-



 

 

year up from the original estimate of a 0.4% decrease. The upgrade is attributed to higher 

bonuses, which increased 0.4% up from the originally estimated 1.5% decline. Average 

earnings have increased for three straight months signaling the potential for sustainable 

wage growth. Policy makers have urged companies to share their profit growth with 

employees, citing wage growth as a key prerequisite for a sustainable end to deflation. 

Japan’s jobs market is becoming tighter, raising the potential for faster wage growth. The 

ratio of job openings to applicants increased in July to 1.52 the highest in 43 years 

indicating growing labour shortages.  

 

 The IHS Markit Japanese manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) increased from 

52.1 in July to 52.8 in August, a three-month high. The PMI has been above the key 50-

level, which demarcates expansion from contraction, for 12 straight months. Encouragingly, 

the PMI data confirms a more balanced manufacturing outlook with a reduced reliance on 

export demand. The forward-looking new orders and new export orders sub-indices 

increased from 51.8 to 52.7 and from 50.9 to 52.2 respectively.  

 

 

EUROPE 

 The Eurozone composite purchasing managers’ index (PMI), measuring conditions in both 

manufacturing and services sectors, surprisingly increased from 55.7 in July to 55.8 in 

August. While the services PMI fell slightly from 55.7 to 54.9, the manufacturing PMI 

increased from 56.6 to 57.4 its highest level since April 2011. The manufacturing PMI was 

boosted by a strengthening in export orders and robust readings from Germany and France, 

the region’s two largest economies. The French manufacturing PMI increased to its highest 

in 76 months. Following an easing in PMI data over recent months the stabilization in the 

latest reading indicates that the Eurozone’s economic momentum remains intact. The PMI 

is consistent with third quarter GDP growth of 0.5% quarter-on-quarter.    

 

 France’s INSEE manufacturing business confidence index increased to its highest level since 

December 2007, rising from 108 in July to 111 in August, well above the consensus forecast 

of 108. A wider INSEE business confidence reading, including services, retail, wholesale and 

construction, increased from 108 to 109 with confidence in the services sector balancing 

weakness in retail and construction. France’s upbeat business confidence data point to 

strong GDP growth, powered by the country’s manufacturing and services sectors.  

 

 The Eurozone ZEW economic sentiment survey of financial professionals sent a mixed 

message with the expectations index falling but the current conditions index rising to its 

highest level since January 2008. The indicator for the current economic situation, which 



 

 

has been rising steadily since November 2016 increased sharply from 28.7 in July to 38.4 in 

August. However, the economic expectations index, which measures economic conditions 

six months ahead, fell from 35.6 to 29.3, undermined by an unexpectedly steep fall in 

Germany’s ZEW index from 17.5 to 10.0. The softening in the Eurozone ZEW sentiment data 

is attributed to growing unease over the ECB’s monetary policy, with a lack of guidance 

over the central bank’s quantitative easing (QE) programme weighing on sentiment. A 

tapering in the QE programme is likely in early 2018.  

 

UNITED KINGDOM 

 Second quarter (Q2) GDP growth was confirmed at 0.3% quarter-on-quarter unchanged from 

its earlier estimate. The GDP expenditure breakdown shows a larger than expected 

slowdown in household consumption to growth of just 0.1% compared with a previous 

estimate of 0.4%. The latest GDP reading confirms that rising inflation and falling wage 

growth is affecting consumer expenditure. With household consumption comprising around 

two-thirds of GDP the weak consumption data suggests the UK will experience subdued 

economic growth over the medium-term. Business investment was also disappointing, 

showing nil growth in Q2 a marked slowdown from 0.6% growth in Q1.  

 

 Nationwide’s UK house price index fell in August by 0.1% month-on-month while the annual 

price increase slowed to 2.1% from 2.9% in July. According to Robert Gardner, Nationwide’s 

chief economist: “The slowdown in house price growth to the 2-3% range in recent months 

from the 4-5% prevailing in 2016 is consistent with signs of cooling in the house price 

market and the wider economy.” The housing market is being affected by the drag on 

household finances from rising inflation and weakening wage growth. However, low 

inventories should prevent an outright decline in house prices. The inventory of homes on 

estate agents’ books remains close to 30-year lows.   

 

FAR EAST AND EMERGING MARKETS 

 Singapore’s industrial production surged in July by 21% year-on-year beating even the most 

optimistic forecast for a second straight month. The robust performance confirms a strong 

start to the second half of the year. All manufacturing clusters posted growth. However, 

electronics production provided a standout performance with 49.1% growth. Semiconductor 

output reached a new high after posting double-digit growth rates for 17 consecutive 

months. As a trading hub Singapore’s industrial production data provides a useful 

barometer for the state of world trade, currently showing robust growth.  

 



 

 

 Bank Indonesia (BI) unexpectedly cut its benchmark interest rate by 25 basis points to 4.5% 

the first rate cut in almost a year. While GDP grew a respectable 5% year-on-year in the 

second quarter (Q2) in line with the pace of growth in Q1, core inflation has eased to just 

3.05%. A lack of any additional administered price hikes over the remainder of the year 

suggests inflation remains well under control. Meanwhile, credit growth is relatively 

subdued with year-on-year expansion falling in June to 7.8% its weakest in eight months. 

The potential for further monetary easing may lift Indonesia’s GDP growth rate closer to 

President Joko Widodo’s target of 7%.  

 

 

 

KEY MARKET INDICATORS (YEAR TO DATE % ) 

JSE All Share  + 11.65 

JSE Fini 15  + 5.30 

JSE Indi 25  + 18.97 

JSE Resi 20  + 9.56 

R/$   + 4.70 

R/€   - 7.66 

R/£   - 1.21 

S&P 500  + 9.17 

Nikkei   - 0.74 

Hang Seng  + 26.65 

FTSE 100  + 3.62 

DAX   + 5.60 

CAC 40   + 4.47 

MSCI Emerging  + 25.84 

MSCI World  + 11.14 

Gold    + 13.94 



 

 

Platinum  + 9.52 

Brent oil  - 8.68 

 

 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

 The rand is testing key resistance at R/$13.00, which if broken would target further gains 

to R/$12.50 and thereafter R/$12.00.   

 

 The US dollar index has tried but failed to break through a major 30-year resistance line 

suggesting the three-year bull run in the dollar may be over.  

 

 Following the announcement of the snap election the British pound has broken above key 

resistance at £/$1.30 which has now become a key support level and should promote 

further near-term currency gains.  

 

 The JPMorgan global bond index is testing the support line from the bull market stemming 

back to 1989, which if broken will project further sharp increases in bond yields. 

 

 The US 10-year Treasury yield has failed to break below key resistance at 2.0% raising the 

probability that the multi-year bull trend in US bonds is over. 

 

 The benchmark R186 2025 SA Gilt yield is trading in a tight trading range of 8.5-9.0%. A 

break above 9.0% is required for the yield to move decisively higher towards the 10.5% 

target level.  

 

 Key US equity indices, including the S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial, Dow Jones Transport, 

Nasdqaq and Russell 2000, have simultaneously set new record highs, confirming a bullish 

outlook for US equity markets.   

 

 The Brent oil price has broken above key resistance at $50 and likely to remain in a trading 

range of $50-60 over the foreseeable future. Base metal prices are in a bull trend 

confirmed by copper’s increase above key resistance at $6000 per ton. 

 

 Gold has developed an inverse “head and shoulders” pattern, which indicates further 

upward momentum and a test of the $1400 target level.  

 



 

 

 The break above 54,200 on the JSE All Share index projects an upward move to 60,000 

marking a new high for the JSE.  

 

BOTTOM LINE 

 The All Share index notched up successive all-time highs last week, rising decisively above 

56,000 and ever closer to the key 60,000 mark. There is confidence that the economy has 

bottomed out and will record positive GDP growth in the second quarter (Q2), ending the 

official recession which began in Q4 last year.  

 

 The prospect of lower interest rates is driving equity markets higher. The sharp decline in 

inflation makes a September interest rate cut increasingly likely with three or four further 

rate cuts expected thereafter. Consumer price inflation (CPI) fell in July for a sixth 

consecutive month to 4.6% year-on-year from 5.1% in June. CPI is well below the recent 

peak of 6.7% in December 2016 and halfway between the lower and upper band of the 

Reserve Bank’s 3-6% inflation target. The Reserve Bank initiated its interest rate cutting 

cycle on 20th July with a 25 basis-point rate cut.  

 

 Lower interest rates have the effect of increasing the intrinsic value of investments. To put 

it another way, lower interest rates increase the present value of future returns of 

investments. If you expect to receive R1,000 in 20 years’ time and the interest rate is 10%, 

the present value will be R144.64. At an interest rate of 5%, the present value increases 

sharply to R376.89. Equity markets are currently experiencing this kind of repricing. 

 

 There is generally a gap or spread between interest rates (current repo rate is 6.75%) and 

dividend yields (currently 2.75% on the All Share Index). This current 4% gap/spread will 

narrow when interest rates drop, making equities more attractive. The narrower the 

spread, the more attractive investments in the stock market become.  

 

 Lower interest rates encourage investment spending and consumer spending, driving an 

acceleration in economic growth and hence company earnings growth and the equity 

market. Lower interest rates incentivise businesses to start investing their cash reserves in 

search of a better yield or to take on more debt and finance new expansion. Lower interest 

rates reduce the debt servicing costs of indebted households and may encourage them to 

borrow more, with the effect of raising disposable income and consumer spending.  

 

 Interest rate futures indicate a 64% probability of a 25 basis-point rate cut at the Reserve 

Bank’s upcoming policy meeting in September. A strengthening rand may allow for a deeper 

rate cutting cycle than generally expected.  

 



 

 

 Lower interest rates are unequivocally good news for the All Share Index. Lower interest 

rates will lead to higher intrinsic equity valuations, to capital transfers from money markets 

into equities, and will boost economic growth prospects and company earnings.  
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